2 sensitivity to neutrino mass is obtained from fitting the electron spectrum several eV below the endpoint, corresponding to relativistic neutrinos. The fit to the electron spectrum then produces a value for m(ν e ) 2 , and also for E 0 , the endpoint corresponding to zero neutrino mass. Hence, an independent value for the mass difference between 3 T and 3 He is not used directly in obtaining neutrino mass. However, allowing for all processes that modify the energy of the electrons transmitted through KATRIN, including, for example, collisions and excitation of daughter-molecule final states, E 0 should correspond to the atomic mass difference. Hence, comparison of E 0 with the T - 3 He mass difference provides an independent test that the energy loss processes in KATRIN are understood. This understanding is necessary since the width of the overall energy transmission function in KATRIN correlates directly with the determination of m(ν e ) 2 [5] . Since the absolute calibration of the KATRIN high voltage system is at the 50 meV level [6] , well below the 1 eV uncertainty of existing values for the 3 T- 3 He mass difference [7, 8] , improved atomic mass measurements of tritium and helium-3 are indicated. A further motivation is that the masses of their nuclei, the triton and the helion, are regarded as fundamental constants [9] .
Cyclotron frequency ratios: -We determined the atomic masses of 3 There was no indication of the subsequent production of unwanted ions in the trap, as might occur due to the beta-decay of tritium adsorbed onto the electrode surfaces [12] . We chose HD + as the mass reference in preference to H 3 + because the fractional uncertainty of the CODATA mass of the proton is 9 x 10 -11 , versus 3.8 x 10 -11 for the deuteron [9] , and because we could make HD + more easily in the Penning trap.
An ion in a Penning trap has two transverse circular motions, the (trap-) modifiedcyclotron and magnetron modes, and a harmonic axial motion parallel to the magnetic field [13] . In this work only the axial mode was detected. This was done via the image current induced in a high quality-factor (28,000) superconducting tuned circuit, with a resonance frequency near 685 KHz, connected between the ring and upper end-cap. This current was detected using a dc-SQUID. Following pulsed excitation of the ion's axial motion, the damped-exponential ring-down current was recorded and analyzed, producing a measurement of phase, frequency and amplitude. Data was usually taken with the ion detuned 30 Hz below the detector resonance, increasing the damping time to around 4 s and thus improving the frequency and phase resolution. The cyclotron and magnetron modes were detected and damped by coupling them to the axial mode, using rf-drives at frequencies close to f ct -f z and f z + f m , where f ct , f z , and f m are the frequencies of the ion's modified-cyclotron, axial, and magnetron modes, respectively [14] . These coupling drives, and also the cyclotron drive, were applied to one half of one of the trap compensation electrodes -the electrodes whose main function is to null the trap's quartic electrostatic field imperfection, which is usually denoted as C 4 [13] . 4 We measured the cyclotron frequency of one ion, centered in the trap, using the "pulse-and-phase" method [15] . Meanwhile, the other ion was held in a cyclotron orbit of 1.07(2) mm radius to reduce pertubations to the mode frequencies of the inner ion due to coulomb interaction [11, [16] [17] [18] [19] . In the pulse-and-phase method, f ct is determined from the phase accumulated by the freely evolving modified-cyclotron motion. First, the ion was centered in the trap by bringing it to resonance with the detection circuit to damp its axial motion. Pi-pulses close to f ct -f z and f z + f m were used to reduce the radii of the cyclotron and magnetron modes. The ion was then excited to a cyclotron radius of approximately 45
μm, by applying a 20 or 22 ms rf drive pulse at close to f ct . After a delay, which we call the evolution time, T evol , the cyclotron phase was "read out" by coherent transfer of the action from the cyclotron to the axial mode, using a pi-pulse. To avoid damage to components in the cryostat, the maximum input power was limited so that the pi-pulse time was between 750 and 850 ms. The resulting narrow bandwidth of the pi-pulse required careful setting of the coupling frequencies and automated adjustment of the trap voltage. To obtain a single value of the modified cyclotron frequency, f ct , we used a series of pulse-andphase measurements with 14 different T evol , with the four longest near 10 s. The modified cyclotron frequency was then determined from 2πf ct = d /dT evol . The 14 f z -values were averaged to provide a single f z -value to correspond to this f ct , while f m was obtained using the procedure described in ref. [20] . The cyclotron frequency, f c , that the ion would have in the magnetic field without the quadratic electrostatic potential, which is related to the mass of an ion through 2π f c =qB/m, was then found using the Brown-Gabrielse Invariance simultaneous least-squares fit using a 4 th order polynomial, as determined using an F-test [ 22] .
Analysis: -The CFRs from the individual runs used to obtain the atomic masses are shown in Fig. 2 Systematic errors: -The anharmonic shift to the modified cyclotron frequency due to special relativity, the quadratic imperfection in the magnetic field (B 2 ), and the quartic imperfection in the electrostatic potential (C 4 ) can be approximated by [19, 23] Δf
where, ρ c , a z and ρ m are, respectively, the cyclotron radius, axial amplitude, and magnetron radius during the cyclotron phase evolution period. From auxiliary measurements of the variation of f z and f ct with ρ c and ρ m , B 2 /B 0 was determined to be −1.16(2) x10 -7 mm -2 , while we were able to set the voltage on the compensation electrodes to achieve |C 4 | < 5 x 10 -5 . The main contribution was hence from special relativity, slightly reduced by the B 2 gradient, producing an average shift of −7 x 10 -10 for a cyclotron radius The C 4 electrostatic field imperfection also affects the measurement of f z , which occurs during the axial ring-down with initial amplitude of 360 μm. However, the resulting effect on the cyclotron frequency is < 5 x 10 -11 .
Although the individual cyclotron frequencies are shifted at the level of 1 x 10 -9 , the shift to the measured ratios is strongly suppressed. This is because the average values of radii, a single waveform generator was used to generate the drive pulses that set ρ c for both ions. As the frequency was changed between the ions, the variation of the drive amplitude external to the cryostat was measured to be less than 0.5%. However, the transfer function within the cryostat was not measured, leading to the possibility that a larger difference in drive amplitudes could exist at the trap electrodes (for historical reasons, the driveline contained filters optimized for much lower frequencies). To help quantify this, we obtained (3) and 0.971(3), indicating a small but significant imbalance.
Using a pair of ions with deliberately imbalanced cyclotron drive times of 18 and 22 ms we confirmed that the CFR and the A z -ratio varied with ρ c as expected. However, because we were unable to obtain adequate statistical precision at significantly larger or smaller ρ c , we were unable to measure a shift in the CFR proportional to the nominal ρ c 2 , 10 which would help verify that the observed A z imbalance was due to an imbalance in the transfer function. (This was due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio at small ρ c , and due to the combination of the increased noise on f ct , and the increased shift to f z during the pi-pulse at large ρ c .) Lacking this confirmation, and because an amplitude change of 3% caused by a 0.2% change in drive frequency is larger than expected, we corrected our average CFRs by 50% of the shift implied by assuming the measured A z -ratio is equal to the actual ρ c ratio and eqn. 1. Conservatively, we assign an uncertainty equal to 100% of the maximum implied shift. This correction is shown in the third column of Table 1 .
Many other systematics were considered, including effects of ion-ion interaction [17, 18] heating of the trap by the rf-drives. These were estimated to affect the above ratios by <10 -11 in total and are neglected. However, allowance must be made for the shift in the observed CFR due to the polarizability of the HD + molecular ion, which can be assumed to occupy the rotational groundstate in the 4.2 K environment of the trap. Using the expression in ref.
[24] and the precise polarizability calculations of ref. [25] or [26] , the observed f c (HD + ) is predicted to be reduced by a fraction 9.45 x 10 -11 , with negligible uncertainty. The corresponding corrections to the CFRs are shown in the 4 th column of Table 1 .
Atomic masses and the mass difference between tritium and helium-3: -Using the
2010 CODATA values for the masses of the electron, proton and deuteron [9] , combined with the groundstate energy of HD + relative to its separated constituents [25] , we predict the atomic mass of the HD + ion to be 3.021 378 241 97 (12) u, where the uncertainty is due 11 to the uncertainty in the masses of the proton and deuteron. Combining this HD + mass with our corrected CFRs in Table 1 , and the ionization energies of hydrogen and helium [27] , we obtain new atomic masses of helium-3, tritium, and their nuclei. In Table 2 these are compared with results from the 2010 CODATA and from the 2012 Atomic Mass
Evaluation [28] . Conclusion: -Our new atomic mass for 3 He is in agreement with both the CODATA 2010 and the AME 2012 values. For T our result is more than one standard deviation higher than both previous values. (The CODATA results are derived from the measurements of the Stockholm group [8] , while the AME2012 also includes the measurements by the Washington group [7] , and data from measurements of tritium betadecay). Due to cancellation of systematic errors, our value for the mass difference between T and 3 He has an estimated uncertainty below 0.1 eV/c 2 , which is less than the uncertainties of the individual 3 He and T masses. This mass difference, which is equal to the Q-value for tritium beta-decay, and which is closely related to the "endpoint for zero neutrino mass", is 2.1(1.0) eV higher than the average of the previous mass measurements. Our estimated uncertainties improve upon previous results by more than an order of magnitude. 13 
